Exploding Polyjuice Potion

½ cup wolfsbane
squirt of worm guts
4 drops dragon blood
3 Tbspns dream fluid

Veritaserum

1. Put in a pinch of Gillyweed.
2. Add 2 pieces of Mandrake Root.
3. Pour in 1 cup of Basilisk Venom.
4. Add 2 drops Dragon blood.
5. Stir in 2 shakes of unicorn horn powder.
6. What is the number of Harry Potter books you have read? This is the number of eyeballs from a blind cat you must add.
7. Add 1 scoop of bat dung.
8. Chant "Weasley is our King" 4 times and stir potion 3 times.
9. Add a squirt of worm guts.
10. Add 1 scoop of crushed Dragon Bones while you say "Veritaserum" using your best British accent.
Harry Potter Potions: KEY

Vinegar = basilisk venom
Baking soda = crushed dragon bones
Hydrogen peroxide = wolfsbane
Dish soap = worm guts
Food coloring = dragon blood
Any spice = gillyweed
Glitter = unicorn horn powder
Yeast = dream fluid
Pretzels = mandrake root
Any small and round food = bat dung, eyeballs from a blind cat

Go to a beauty supply store to get the hydrogen peroxide that hairdressers use – it will make the experiment (Elephant Toothpaste) WAY cool!!

Use sunglasses or science goggles while you do the experiments for safety.
Printable Labels:

Wolfsbane
Crushed Dragon Bones
Worm Guts
Dream Fluid
Gillyweed
Mandrake Root
Dragon Blood
Dragon Blood
Dragon Blood
Bat Dung
Unicorn Horn Powder
Eyeballs From a Blind Cat
Mandrake Root
Basilisk Venom